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1: American Funds | Equity and Bond Funds, Retirement, College Savings | Capital Group
Gold plans mean higher premiums, less Tax Credits, but much better cost sharing on average than Silver or Bronze.
How are Gold Plans different than other Obamacare health plans? The fundamental difference among the new
Obamacare health plans is the percentage of covered medical costs paid by the health plan.

Framework Benchmarks Round 16 Now in its fifth year, the TechEmpower Framework Benchmarks project
has another official round of results available. Round 16 is a real treat for anyone who likes big numbers. Take
a look at the results and marvel in the magnitude of the numbers. Most importantly, the community has been
contributing some amazing test implementations and demonstrating the fun and utility of some good-natured
performance competition. More on that later. This is a longer-than-average TFB round announcement blog
entry, but there is a lot to share, so bear with me. It took some time, but The Great Dockerification has yielded
great benefits. Most importantly, thanks to Dockerizing, the reproducibility and consistency of our
measurements is considerably better than previous rounds. Combined with our continuous benchmarking , we
now see much lower variability between each run of the full suite. And in any event, whatever overhead
Docker incurs is uniformly applicable as all test implementations are required to be Dockered. Truly, what we
are doing with this project is a perfect fit for Docker. Or Docker is a perfect fit for this. The only regret is not
having done this earlier if only someone had told us about Docker! That and not knowing what the verb form
of Docker is. New hardware As we mentioned in March, we have a new physical hardware environment for
Round Characterized as entry- or mid-tier servers, these are nevertheless turning out to be impressive when
paired with a gigabit Ethernet switch. Being freshly minted by Dell and Cisco, this new environment is
notably quicker than equipment we have used in previous rounds. But in brief, Round 16 results are higher
than Round 15 by a considerable margin. Now The Destructor comes to us laughing about gigabit Ethernet.
But we have an idea for dealing with Gozer. Thanks again to Server Central for the previous hardware!
Convergence in Plaintext and JSON serialization results In Round 16 , and in the continuous benchmarking
results gathered prior to finalizing the round, we observed that the results for the Plaintext and JSON
serialization tests were converging on theoretical maximums for gigabit networking. To remove the network
bottleneck for future rounds, we are concocting a plan to cross the streams, in a manner of speaking: The
observed convergence of plaintext and JSON results from ultra high-perf implementations will likely lead to
network changes beyond Round Continuous benchmarking Introduced prior to Round 16, the continuous
benchmarking platform really came into a fully-realized state in the past several months. Combined with the
Great Dockening, we now see good not perfect, but good results materializing automatically every 67 hours or
thereabouts. Some quick points to make here: Perfection would imply stability of code and implementations
and that is not at all what we have in mind for this project. Rather, we expect and want participants to
frequently improve their frameworks and contribute new implementations. We also want the ever-increasing
diversity of options for web development to be represented. So expecting perfection is incongruous with
tolerating and wanting dynamism. A full suite run takes 67 hours today. This fluctuates over time as
implementation permutations are added or deleted. Total execution time will also increase when we add more
test types in the future. And we are still considering increasing the duration of each individual benchmarking
exercise the duration we run the load generator for to gather a single result datum. That is the fundamental unit
of time for this project, so increasing that will approximately linearly increase the total execution time. We
have already seen tremendous social adoption of the continuous benchmarking results. Mostly so that we can
use the opportunity to write a blog entry and generate hype! We ask that you humor us and treat official
rounds as the super interesting and meaningful events that they are. Jokes aside, the continuous results are
intended for contributors to the project. The official rounds are less-frequent snapshots suitable for everyone
else who may find the data interesting. Engaging with the community this way has been especially rewarding
during Round 16 because it coincided with significant performance campaigns from framework communities.
It was a bunch of things: When asked about this project, I Brian have often said that I believe that performance
improvements are best made in platforms and frameworks because they have the potential to benefit the entire
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space of application developers using those platforms. In large part, they can defer the mental burden of
worrying about performance, and in some cases can defer that concern forever. So when we see developers
upgrade to the latest release of their favorite platform and rejoice over a performance win, we celebrate a
victory. We see a developer kicking performance worry further down the road with confidence and laughter.
Spot where I upgraded my website to AspNetCore 2. And anyone else who cares about fast software. On to
Round 17!
2: Plan Details | EMPOWER MGIN19 | Health Plan Radar
Health insurance plan details for EMPOWER MGIN18 offered by AvMed Health Plans.

3: Find Affordable Health Insurance Plans in West Palm Beach, FL
Key Benefits for your Plan: Empower MGIN18 GOLD In-Network Tier A In-Network Tier B Out-of-Network CALENDAR
YEAR DEDUCTIBLE (CYD) Individual/Family.

4: Academic Services / Fine Arts
the best way to find the right fit? take a look at a few different sizes.

5: Empower Retirement | Home
Summary of Benefits The following is a brief summary of the HealthPartners Empower individual coverage. For a
detailed description of terms and conditions, refer to a HealthPartners Insurance Certificate or call or

6: Retirement services designed around you | Empower Retirement
HealthView Services is not affiliated with GWFS Equities, Inc. Empower Retirement does not provide healthcare advice.
A top peer is defined as an individual who is at the 90th percentile of the selected age band, salary range and gender.

7: Network Health | Home
program is tailored to individuals for the current job market. Facilitating Seamless Transition: Getting a civil service job
can often take months which often forces a Veteran to seek unemployment benefits.

8: Donate - Quad County Urban League Quad County Urban League
Individual Membership. Membership for an individual artist or student. MEMBER BENEFITS. A searchable StageSource
Profile Page - include your bio, headshot, resume and links to your website, portfolio and more.

9: EMPOWER MGIN18 Plan Details - HealthPocket
Why Empower Retirement Empower is here to help you replace â€” for life â€” the income you made while working. We
provide the information and tools you need to make informed decisions and empower you with the ability to act on those
decisions quickly.
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